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Abstract: Computers capable of attaching to the Internet
from many places are likely to grow in popularity until
they dominate the population of the Internet.
Consequently, protocol research has shifted into high
gear to develop appropriate network protocols for
supporting mobility. This introductory article attempts to
outline some of the many promising and interesting
research directions. The papers in this special issue
indicate the diversity of viewpoints within the research
community, and it is part of the purpose of this
introduction to frame their place within the overall
research area.
I. INTRODUCTION
This issue of Mobile Networking and Applications
presents research papers probing the effects of mobility
on the Internet. As one might expect, given the diverse
nature of protocols employed by Internet addressable
devices, there are a wide range of effects. In fact, there
are so many different aspects to Internet mobility that no
single journal issue or book could possibly describe all of
them. Thus, we will have to be content with presenting a
representative selection of articles that, in their diversity,
give a good hint at the larger picture [1-5]. At the same
time, these articles pro-vide new directions and lead the
way towards solving the interesting and new problems
raised by mobility.
It is the purpose of this introductory article to briefly
mention a larger cross-section of the fresh ideas and
proposals for solutions of the problems raised by mobile
networking, than could be represented by articles for
publication in this journal issue. Thus, this paper will
touch on current topics in many areas of networking.
From cryptography to routing, from billing to expanded
techniques for automatic configuration, mobility changes
the way we think about computing, and invalidates some
of the design assumptions upon which current network
protocols and products have been built.
The impetus for all this change is the burgeoning mar-ket
for mobile and portable computers and computing de-
vices [6-13]. Besides the growing number of laptop
comput-ers, there are numerous other devices gaining
popularity, so-called personal digital assistants (PDAs)
that can handle messaging, calendars, personal
information management, reminders, and address book
and telephone directory func-tions. The role for such
devices seems certain to grow as more computing power
and communications capability can be included. Wireless
communications has been another growth area affecting
the system design of mobile computers [15]. From the
beginnings of the Internet, protocol designers have been
fascinated by the attractions of wireless communications
[30], but the lack of bandwidth and the expense of the
equipment have prevented any widespread deployment.
Asincreased bandwidth becomes available and more
information resources become available by way of the
Internet, the push for inclusion of wireless capabilities in
laptop computers will become unstoppable. Adding
travel computers to automobiles will provide new
opportunities for making productive use of the Internet,
as well as enabling new applications for increased road
safety. If the appropriate wireless signposts are added to
the automotive transportation infrastructure, wireless
Internet computing could possibly help realize the age-
old dream of automatic piloting on long car trips. Reports
of road closures and traffic congestion, or even food
preferences [14-18], could be automatically taken into
account, when the automatic pilot is planning the best
routes.
Before those dreams come true, however, a lot of work
has to be done. Developing the new network protocols is
the theme of this special issue, and this article intends to
provide an overview of the variety of network protocols
and associated technologies at all levels that must be
considered when providing solutions for mobile
computer users
Besides minimal weight and size, there are other hard-
ware implications when designing for mobile computing.
Clearly, battery powered operation is highly desirable,
and improvements in battery life continue to extend the
feasi-bility of tetherless computing. On the other hand,
the pro-liferation of mobile laptop computers is driving
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the creation of friendlier computing environments, to
attract the profes-sionals who are among the people most
likely to own and operate them. Advances in operating
system design for in-termittently powered I/O devices are
being made in order to further reduce power demands
and extend battery life.
Wireless and mobility are not the same, but they are
features which are quite synergistic. It is possible to have
wireless computers that do not move, just as it is possi-
ble to move wired computers from place to place.
Clearly, however, the possibility for wireless data
communications creates an irresistible urge to find ways
to support mobility and network access at the same time.
As a rule, wireless dominates the design space at the
lower levels in the con-text of mobile computing,
because at the lower levels the differences between
physical media are most visible. At the network layer and
above, mobility dominates. These design parameters
require variability in essential protocol elements in ways
not envisioned by the designers of exist-ing network
protocols.
As mobile computers become smaller and cheaper, it
becomes more feasible to use them as commodity
devices without any personality, much as one might treat
a pad of paper. In this scenario, it becomes important to
temporar-ily allow the notepad computer to operate on
behalf of the user, and to have all the authorization
proper for that user. This can be easily done by allowing
the mobile computer to acquire authorization rights and
capabilities from informa-tion encoded on a smart card
owned by the user. It’s easier and more convenient to
carry around a smart card in one’s wallet or purse, as
long as a suitable computer is available when needed that
can acquire the rights and privileges of the cardholder.
3. Physical layer considerations
At the physical layer, the main objective is to detect
the signals between the two endpoints of a
communications link. While physical layer
considerations are among the most interesting, they do
not form the focus of this article or journal issue. Many
different media and channel coding schemes have been
proposed, for instance:
Directional infrared; Diffuse infrared; Analog cellular
telephone; TDMA; CDMA; Short range radio.
There are a number of variations for each of the above
channel types.
For the purposes of higher-level protocols, each chan-
nel encoding scheme can just as well be considered as a
new physical medium. Operations within the lowest pro-
tocol layers serve the function of manipulation of various
interface registers to set up the physical layer encoding
and channelization.
The new wireless media becoming available are
among the primary drivers for the interest in mobile
computing. Thus, it is appropriate to understand the
nature of wire-less communications, and the contrast
between wireless and wired media.
For wired media, there is typically:
Well defined broadcast
range; Low bit error rate;
High bandwidth;
Symmetric connectivity.
For wireless media, there is typically:
Point-to-point communication only, or vague and
poorly controllable boundaries for broadcast range;
Variable (time and distance dependent) bit error
rate; Low to medium bandwidth;
Possibly asymmetric connectivity.
These characteristics make protocol design for
wireless communications systems challenging. For
instance, one re-sult of the way wireless broadcast works
(when it is avail-able at all) is that eavesdropping is more
difficult to detect and prevent.
4. Link layer considerations
A great deal of attention has been paid to methods for
establishing links between mobile computers and base
sta-tions or access points. One typical method is the
creation of telephone links; the popularity of this method
rests largely on the widespread availability of the
physical media which can be used. Cellular telephones
using various technologies can provide good coverage
within the United States, parts of Asia, and Europe,
although no single technology so far provides sufficient
breadth of coverage.
4.1. Handoffs
Central to the concept of seamless mobility is the
process of establishing links at each new connection
point. When-ever this process requires the transfer of
state information from the old connection point (e.g.,
base station) to the new one, a handoff has to occur.
There are numerous methods for performing handoffs, as
numerous as the kinds of state information that has been
designed for mobile nodes, as well as the kinds of
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network entities that maintain the state information.
Often, authentication has to be performed to ascertain the
identity of the mobile node.
4.2. Compression
Compression is often desirable because it reduces
band-width requirements, and that can be very important
for many low-speed wireless media. However, use of
compres-sion at the link layer is problematic in some
circumstances, because the best compression is almost
always achievable at higher level protocol levels,
especially the application layer
– for instance, using techniques described in
WebExpress, described in this issue. Compared to the
link layer, the application is much more likely to be able
to aggregate larger data objects into an efficient coding
scheme, because the link layer only has access to the bit
stream, not to the sequence of data objects being
transmitted.
Unfortunately, attempting compression at two
different protocol levels is typically less efficient than
performing it at only level, and can have the effect of
increasing the amount of data to be transmitted.
Consequently, whenever higher-level protocols use
encryption, the link layer should be inhibited from
attempting any further compression. The dichotomy
between the need for use of compression for naive
applications, and the need to inhibit compression at the
link layer for more intelligent applications, indicates that
any lower-level compression features must be control-
lable by higher-level protocols. This is only one of
several situations where link layer operations must be
made visible (perhaps on a packet-by-packet basis) to
higher level proto-cols [50-53]. As a result, more
sophisticated control strategies are often needed for use
by higher level protocols.
4.3. Security
Whereas the constrained bandwidth of wireless
technolo-gies suggests the use of compression, it is the
open propaga-tion of wireless signals throughout the
range of the transmit-ter that suggests applying security
techniques to the wireless
signal before transmission. A number of encrypting link
layer devices and products have been introduced,
especially for use in military applications. Link-layer
security intro-duces further requirements for control of
features by appli-cations for reasons entirely different
than were important for controlling the use of
compression. Among the link layer parameters that may
need to be specified or controlled are:
Whether security features are to be used at
all; The key to be used for encryption;
The encryption algorithm (and mode);
Whether the data must be encrypted for privacy, or
merely authenticated.
The use of security features at the link layer has the
ef-fect of requiring additional processing, which uses
more power and which can significantly degrade
transmission speed on high-speed wireless links. Even
when the trans-mitter can handle encryption at high
speeds, the receiver must decrypt at the same speed.
Fortunately, there are en-cryption algorithms [52] which
allow relatively speedy de-cryption by the mobile
wireless receiver, which may have limited power or
processing capabilities.
4.4. Hidden terminals
The overall wireless bandwidth available to all mobile
computer users can be improved by increasing the
number of cells (where a cell is considered to be the
range of cover-age of a base station connecting the
mobile node to the rest of the network), reusing the
frequencies in each cell, and reducing the number of
mobile computers per cell. Reduc-ing the number of
mobile computers per cell is typically accomplished by
making the cells smaller, so that the ac-cess points in the
cell are within range of fewer wireless computers. The
way that frequencies are used in each cell has to be
managed carefully so that neighboring cells do not
interfere with each other.
Having multiple computers in a cell can give rise to
the hidden terminal problem [6] illustrated in figure 1, a
diffi-culty encountered in the use of wireless
communications. In the figure, two laptop computers
with radio links to an access point AP (say, a base
station) may try to communi-cate with the access point
simultaneously. Each computer can hear the access point,
and cannot directly detect any interference on the
wireless medium. Nevertheless, the ac-cess point will
likely be unable to receive the transmission from either
laptop.
A number of solutions to this problem have been pro-
posed and developed, including MACA [26], W/MACA
[26], IEEE 802.11 [26], and FAMA [26]. Typically, a
sender asks to transmit its data (e.g., by transmitting a
RTS, or request to send), and then waits until the
intended re-ceiver grants permission (e.g., CTS, or clear
to send). The intended receiver, then, does not issue the
CTS while it is receiving data from some other sender. It
is better to have a separate channel for transmitting RTS
that will not inter-fere with data packets. In any case, the
sender should make
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Figure 1.Hidden terminal problem.
sure not to send RTS packets too often, compared with
rea-sonable transmission times for data packets that
might be coming to the intended receiver from other
transmitters.
4.5. Retransmission
As mentioned above, wireless media often find appli-
cation in situations where error-free transmission cannot
be guaranteed. Problems arise when the wireless stations
begin to move apart from each other, introducing fading
effects as the received signal power decreases. When sig-
nal power becomes about the same as power in the
channel from other sources (co-channel interference),
data errors occur. Noise can overwhelm the received
signal power for other reasons. For instance, a wireless
receiver can move through an area which has some
obstacle preventing the reception of signal from a
transmitter, but soon afterwards might emerge from
behind the obstacle. Alternatively, a noise source can
traverse the area between the transmitter and the receiver.
All of these can disrupt the flow of data between wireless
nodes, and cause failures at higher level protocols. In
order to combat temporary corruption or loss of signal,
and the consequent bit errors detected by wireless
receivers, the link layer can be designed to supply
acknowl-edgements for packets received, or to transmit
requests for retransmissions when packet losses are
detected. If left for correction by higher-level protocols,
the delays introduced by timeouts and increased
processing requirements cause substantial degradation of
the performance of the wireless link, which can even
affect the user’s satisfaction with inter-active
applications. Link-layer retransmission can occur on a
time scale shorter than what is possible using retransmis-
sion schemes in higher level protocols (e.g., TCP), and
thus reduced latency for the data stream will be
experienced.
Whether or not this is a good idea depends on the ad-
ditional bandwidth required to transmit the sequence and
identification information for each packet at the link
layer, as well as the complex interaction between the link
layer and retransmissions performed at higher levels.
Additional complications arise when the channel is
multiplexed for multiple use. For instance, when voice
and data are carried on the same channel, TCP can
experience retransmission anomalies, as analyzed in
detail in the paper by Sudhir Ra-makrishna et al. in this
issue. Hybrid schemes are possible whereby high-level
detection of data loss or corruption can trigger the
utilization of retransmission modes by the link layer
protocol.
4.6. Neighbor discovery
Central to any link layer operation is the process of
neighbor discovery, by which a wireless node may deter-
mine which other nodes are within range of
transmissions made using the particular physical medium
and/or channel of interest. Sometimes a particular kind of
neighbor is re-quired, such as a base station, and in those
cases the neigh-bor discovery mechanism must take into
account marker in-formation included in advertisements
from the distinguished neighbor. In other cases, all
neighbors might be of interest to the node, and
topological connectivity information will be exchanged
between the neighboring nodes.
Neighborhood information can be dynamic, changing
as the nodes move relative to each other. Thus, neighbor
dis-covery algorithms typically operate periodically, and
the period (rate of repetition) defines in some sense the
respon-sivity of the collection of nodes. The period
should be chosen so that the neighborhood typically
undergoes only incremental change during the time of a
single repetition. When the rate of motion is too great to
sustain the control traffic needed for neighbor discovery,
it probably no longer makes much sense to model the
local physical medium con-necting two nodes as a link to
be established for future communication. Instead, the
physical medium becomes es-sentially a way to relay
broadcast messages, and flooding is then the only way to
get data to a particular destination.
The link layer neighbor discovery algorithms may
also maintain network-layer (e.g., IP) address
information for later use. When such address information
is cached for better performance, node mobility has to be
reckoned with since the cached information can become
stale [48]. At the link layer, cached information which
identifies a neigh-bor node becomes invalid when the
node is no longer in the neighborhood. Additional
protocol operations may be needed to cover for the node
during the time it is away from the neighborhood, if
indeed the node is ever expected to return.
4.7. Power control
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As has been noted, additional bandwidth can be made
available to mobile nodes if the same wireless medium
can be used simultaneously by units which are out of
physical range of each other (e.g., by making the cell size
smaller). Maximizing the availability of a medium by
spatial re-use, then, is an important consideration in
wireless system de-sign. The power used to transmit a
wireless signal is typ-ically the dominant factor in
determining the range for its
reception. Consequently, wireless systems should control
the amount of power used to transmit their data. In ad-
dition to increasing frequency re-use, reducing power
may increase battery life. On the other hand, reduced
range for signals from mobile nodes increases the
probability of loss of signal.
Link layer protocols can control the transmission
power used by wireless communications adapters to
balance these two needs. If, for instance, a mobile node
determines the amount of power needed to contact an
essential subset of its neighboring nodes, it can set its
power level accord-ingly. Determining the essential
subset is, of course, not always very easy. In some cases,
particularly when cluster-ing algorithms are used in ad
hoc networking [7,20,21,28], some simplifying
assumptions are made so that the process is more
manageable.
4.8. Error correction
As error conditions on a wireless link get better or
worse, the number of bits employed for error correction
could be decreased or increased to enable error-free
reception. When the bit-error rate is relatively high, it is
better to enable er-rors to be fixed directly rather than
requesting retransmis-sion of packets as discussed above.
However, predicting the number of error-correction bits
needed to assure error-free reception is not easy.
Overestimation wastes a significant fraction of the
bandwidth on correction bits that are never used, and
underestimation causes more retransmissions to be
necessary. Even so, when the error rate is somewhat
predictable, this technique often effectively improves the
data rate available over wireless links.
5. Network layer considerations
The Internet Protocol (IP) [50] offers a convenient de-
sign point for introducing the necessary protocol
operations for supporting node mobility. By now, the
network layer operations for mobility support are well
understood, and are specified in Mobile IP (RFC 2002
[46,48]), a freely avail-able standard. To understand
Mobile IP, it is first necessary to understand IP. For the
purposes of this paper, and the other papers in this
special issue, IP may be considered to offer the following
functions:
Identifying each network;
Identifying each node on a network;
Forwarding packets to the correct next hop when they
arrive at an intermediate node (router) which is not
the final destination;
Fragmentation and reassembly as needed;
Triggering mechanisms for resolving IP addresses
into lower-level (link layer, or MAC) addresses;
Generating appropriate control and status information
for handling exceptional link conditions.
For the purposes of handling node mobility, the
forward-ing function is the main thing in IP that needs
change. Mi-nor modifications are also needed to the
means by which er-ror information is propagated through
the network. Lastly, resolving the IP address of a mobile
node to a MAC address by way of ARP (the Address
Resolution Protocol [49]) presents a delicate design
problem because ARP results are usually cached, and the
cached information goes stale as soon as the mobile node
moves away.
IP traditionally makes next-hop decisions based solely
on the IP address of the destination; these decisions are
not necessarily affected by the mobility of the source of
the packet. To support the mobility of the destination
node using Mobile IP, IP is modified to tunnel packets to
a mobile node at its current point of attachment to the
Internet, as part of the forwarding process. By this
mechanism, packets arriving at the mobile node’s home
agent are then no longer confined to the network
identified by the mobile node’s IP address. The new and
important additions to IP for handling node mobility all
revolve around the care-of address, which is the IP
address used to identify the mobile node’s current point
of attachment (not the mobile node itself). The care-of
address does not affect the IP address used to identify the
mobile node to the rest of the Internet.
Mobile IP can be understood as three interrelated
oper-ations involving the care-of address:
Advertising it at the new point of attachment;
Registration, or storing it for future use at the mobile
node’s home agent;
Use by the home agent, to tunnel data traffic from the
home network to the network indicated by the care-of
address.
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The association between a mobile node’s IP address and
the care-of address it acquires as it moves about is known
as a binding; the binding carries along with it information
spec-ifying how long the association is allowed to be
considered valid.
The papers by Chikarmane et al., and Montenegro and
Gupta in this issue provide additional background on
Mo-bile IP. Other good references may be found in
[8,40,45, 46,54].
5.1. Reducing registration frequency
One criticism that has been lodged against the base
Mo-bile IP protocol is the need for possibly frequent
reregistra-tion as the mobile node moves about from
place to place. Such reregistrations can cause dropped
packets if the mo-bile node is far away from its home
network and route optimization is not in use by the
foreign agents. Moreover, in the situation where, say,
thousands of mobile nodes are reregistering upon
emergence from a densely traveled ma-jor tunnel for
automobile traffic, the control traffic from the
registration protocol may overwhelm local resources.
For this reason, there has been interest in finding ways
to enable local processing for Mobile IP messages by the
foreign agents, to reduce network traffic, possibly the
number of registration attempts, the registration time, and
conse-quently the time for which pending registration
state in-formation has to be maintained. One method is to
allow the mobile node to use a multicast address for its
care-of address. Then, any foreign agent belonging to the
associ-ated multicast group will receive all packets for
the mobile node; the designated foreign agent serving the
mobile node will actually deliver the decapsulated
datagrams to the mo-bile node. There is some additional
control protocol to allow one of the foreign agents to be
designated as the one currently serving the mobile node,
and to allow new for-eign agents to assume the
designated function as needed when the mobile node
moves. If the foreign agents were organized as an
anycast group [38] the packet would only have to be
delivered to one of the foreign agents. That for-eign
agent would then have to forward the packet to to the
designated foreign agent, with correspondingly higher re-
quirements for transmitting control information, but
greatly reduced storage requirements for most of the
foreign agents in the anycast group compared to the case
or the multicast group.
Another idea is to arrange the foreign agents into a
hier-archy. Then when the mobile node moves, it can
restrict its registration messages to stay within the
hierarchy as long as it can determine that its new point of
attachment is in the same hierarchy as its previous point
of attachment. The common ancestor is the nearest
foreign agent that can han-dle the reregistration, and no
further ancestors need to be aware of the mobile node’s
movement. The particular case when an administrative
domain has a “gateway” foreign agent with many
subordinate foreign agents may initially be a popular
design point.
5.2. Route optimization
Aside from the basic operations provided by Mobile
IP, extended operations allow for mobile-aware
correspondent nodes to send their data directly to the
mobile node instead of going through the home agent.
This route optimiza-tion[34,47] is accomplished by
sending the mobile node’scare-of address to
correspondent nodes, in so-called bindingupdates.
Therefore, this technique can only work for suchnodes
that are able to process the protocol messages con-taining
the necessary information; today’s product comput-ers
cannot. Route optimization messages have almost the
same need for security that registration messages do in
base Mobile IP, since bogus binding updates sent to
correspon-dent nodes allow the same sort of malicious
traffic redirec-tion that bogus registrations sent to a home
agent would allow. Privacy considerations dictate that
the dissemina-tion of binding updates be controllable by
the mobile node, since they carry information describing
the mobile node’s current location.
5.3. Smooth handoffs
Recent investigations have considered the advisability
of buffering at the foreign agent, as part of a process of
smooth handoffs. The paper in this issue by Caceres´ and
Padmanabhan is one of the first published in this area,
and shows that substantial speedups can be obtained with
min-imal buffering strategies. Additional improvements
can be obtained by integrating buffers with regionalized
registra-tions. Handing off the buffered packets can be
made secure by establishing security relationships using
the binding up-date mechanism specified for use with
smooth handoffs in route optimization.
Application of route optimization is also of particular
interest. If foreign agents are enabled to maintain binding
cache information for a mobile node, then they can im-
prove the robustness of communications with that mobile
node even after the mobile node moves away to a new
point of attachment. When a foreign agent knows the
mo-bile node’s new care-of address, it can forward all
packets for the mobile node to that new care-of address.
For ex-ample, this would help with packets in flight sent
to the mobile node during the time it is trying to
complete its registration process, which might otherwise
be lost. Note that this smooth handoff is even more
important when there are correspondent nodes that are
maintaining binding cache information for the mobile
node acquired by use of route optimization protocol
messages.
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Smooth handoff is expected to need binding cache
infor-mation only for some hundreds of milliseconds, the
amount of time it takes for mobile nodes to complete a
new regis-tration and to update correspondent nodes with
new bind-ing cache entries. After this time, the previous
foreign agent can drop the binding cache entry for the
mobile node. Moreover, establishing the binding cache
entry has reduced (but nontrivial) security requirements.
Replay at-tacks would generally be ineffective, since the
cached infor-mation has such a short lifetime and a
foreign agent would not accept a new binding for any
mobile node not already in its visitor list.
Providing any security at all for binding updates sent
to a foreign agent by a mobile node may be problematic,
because the mobile node and the foreign agent are not
ex-pected to have any security relationship before the
time of the mobile node’s registration. There are a
number of meth-ods defined by which a mobile node and
foreign agent can establish the necessary security
relationship. The meth-ods defined attempt to use
existing security relationships whenever available, but
allow use of Diffie–Hellman key exchange as a last
resort. The possibility of a man-in-the-middle attack,
which frequently plagues Diffie–Hellman ex-change
protocols, is controlled by using the home agent as a Key
Distribution Center (KDC) and allowing it to au-
thenticate the extension containing the newly created key
for the new security extension between the mobile node
and the foreign agent.
5.4. Source routing
Many early approaches to Mobile IP attempted to
make use of IP’s loose source route (LSR) option. This
seems an attractive possibility, because packets sent to a
mobile node can be delivered directly to the mobile node
by a foreign agent if the foreign agent is specified as part
of the loose source route. Moreover, if the mobile node
sends a packet to a correspondent node and includes the
care-of address in the source route, the correspondent
node can use the source route to return packets to the
mobile node, achieving a cheap form of route
optimization. Since IP specifies that higher-level
protocols should reverse source routes, such source
routing approaches accomplish mobile networking
without creating any new protocol.
However, the gains offered by source routing
approaches are, unfortunately, only illusory. In the first
place, as with any such remote redirection as indicated
by source routes requiring reversal by the receiver,
authentication is required, and nodes reversing source
routes do not typically perform any such authentication
operations. Thus, malicious nodes could impersonate
mobile nodes by sending bogus source routes. Because of
the opportunity for foul play, most In-ternet routers do
not forward source routed traffic, so that the whole
approach is, in practice, unworkable. Moreover, even if
the routers were configured to handle source routes, and
the end nodes were configured to require authentication
before reversing source routes, the performance penalty
at the routers proves unacceptable for handling source
routes. All of these factors combine to exclude source
routing ap-proaches from consideration as a solution for
mobile net-working in today’s Internet.
5.5. Mobile IPv6
IP version 6 (IPv6) [16,23] is a new network layer
pro-tocol designed to increase the address space available
for nodes within the Internet, and to improve routability
for packets using IPv6 addresses. As part of the design
process, many deficiencies of the current version of IP
(also called IPv4) have been fixed. Support for mobile
networking has been laid out as a mandatory requirement
for IPv6 [11], and the design for Mobile IP has been
modified to take advantage of IPv6’s superior
capabilities.
All IPv6 nodes are able to autoconfigure an IPv6
address appropriate for their current point of attachment
to the In-ternet [35,60]; moreover there are plenty of
IPv6 addresses available, so foreign agents are no longer
needed to support mobility. Furthermore, since all IPv6
nodes are required to support authentication and privacy
protection at the network layer, binding updates can be
supplied in a secure fashion to the correspondent nodes
that need them. This means that route optimization fits
naturally within the framework offered by IPv6, and does
not have to be done as an up-grade to a huge installed
base as with IPv4. Since future Internet nodes are
expected to be capable of mobility [24], this represents a
significant reduction in the network load to be sustained
by the IPv6 Internet.
In order to send packets to the mobile node, a routing
header (the IPv6 equivalent of source routing) is used by
any sender that has the mobile node’s care-of address.
On the other hand, whenever a packet arrives at the
home agent instead of going directly to the mobile node,
it can be as-sumed that the sender does not have the care-
of address of the mobile node. In this case, the home
agent does not in-sert a source route to complete the
delivery of the packet to the mobile node. Instead, the
home agent is required to use encapsulation. Thus, the
mobile node can tell whenever it needs to send a binding
update to any of its correspondents. Moreover, when the
mobile node moves to a new care-of address, it assumes
that each of its active correspondent nodes should
receive a new binding update. The mobile node can find
active correspondent nodes by checking its TCP protocol
control blocks; but this only works for TCP traffic.
5.6. Vertical IP
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Recent experiments at University of California at
Berke-ley (UCB) have shown the feasibility of using
Mobile IP to assist mobile nodes when switching
between heterogeneous physical media. This is important
in many applications, for instance when a mobile node
moves from a high-speed wireless LAN in an office
environment, to a wide-area wire-less connection, as with
cellular telephones. The main con-siderations are
handling discovery mechanisms in the dis-parate media,
and making policy decisions about when it is best to
change from one medium to another. For instance, one
would like to maintain a high-speed and cost-free con-
nection to the local wireless LAN as long as possible,
until the error rate becomes too high for comfort, and
corre-spondingly to switch back to the wireless LAN as
soon as possible upon re-entering the campus or office
environ-ment where it is available. Other considerations
such as security, proxy availability, route selection, or
latency may also come into play. A good example of the
work in this area is the paper in this issue by M. Stemm
and R. Katz.
5.7. Multicast
Multicast protocols have, in the past, not been
designed for the case of mobile nodes. In Mobile IP, a
mobile node can pretend to be on its home network and
receive tunneled packets, joining multicast groups
through the tunnel. It can also attempt to join local
multicast groups on the foreign network, but this leads to
possibly poor performance in re-constructing the
multicast routing tree after each movement, and possibly
violates some of the implied semantics of mul-ticast.
These design points and many others are explored in the
paper by Chikarmane et al. in this issue.
5.8. Tunneling
Mobile IP depends upon tunneling [22,41,42]. But,
tun-neling also plays a part in other protocol operations
of in-terest to mobile nodes. For instance, access to
enterprise
computing resources for mobile users often depends
upon establishing a tunnel through the firewall protecting
the en-terprise computing environment from malicious
abuse by external Internet attackers. In fact, there seems
to be a gradual convergence of efforts in the areas of
mobile net-working, virtual private networks (VPNs),
and dial-up ac-cess to local or remote points of
attachment to the Internet. One relatively new effort in
this area is the Tunnel Es-tablishment Protocol (TEP)
[12], which takes as its initial design point the fact that
Mobile IP is, among other things, a way to establish a
tunnel between two points. For Mobile IP, the tunnel
endpoints are the home agent and the care-of address, but
this can be generalized. In fact, the previous ideas
developed for hierarchical foreign agents (see sec-tion
5.1) carry over to TEP, and help motivate a way to
establish multi-segment tunnels across multi-level
security domains.
When Mobile IP was specified, IP-within-IP seemed
to be the most suitable candidate for a default tunneling
al-gorithm. Recent developments call for re-examination
of that decision. Now, newer tunneling protocols such as
L2TP [37] are receiving widespread deployment, and this
author believes that they may represent another opportu-
nity for offering the benefits of mobile computing to a
new population of mobile users.
5.9. Network address translation
Network address translation is becoming a feature
with wide deployment within the Internet. The basic idea
is that a collection of nodes can use private IP addresses
in a network which is attached to the global Internet by
way of a network address translation (NAT) [55] unit,
which “hides” the other nodes’ IP addresses. As data
traverses the NAT unit towards the nodes using the
private addresses, the network layer (IP) addresses in the
IP header are translated from externally known IP
addresses to the privately known addresses of the other
nodes.
This technique spells trouble for Mobile IP, because a
care-of address on the “inside” of the NAT unit does not
make sense to a home agent on the “outside”. Until the
NAT boxes can be programmed in detail about how to
trans-late tunnel addresses, and the addresses inside
Mobile IP Registration Requests and Replies, it seems
unlikely that Mobile IP can work across NAT
boundaries. This is not at all trivial to do, considering
Mobile IP’s need for au-thenticating the registration
messages; changing any of the internal fields would
destroy the authentication data. More-over, since NAT
(typically) depends on port numbers, and IP-within-IP
does not have a port number to use, there is a basic
design incompatibility. To overcome this problem, the
NAT device should probably also be the foreign agent.
6. Transport layer considerations
Supporting mobility at the transport layer usually
means modifying the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) [1];
other commonly available transport control protocols
have not been investigated nearly as often. TCP provides
for congestion control, reliable delivery, and sequenced
recep-tion of datagrams by the destination.
Providing for mobility by modifying TCP cannot be
con-sidered as a complete solution for mobile
networking. In fact, modifying the User Datagram
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Protocol (UDP) to sup-port mobility does not make very
much sense, because UDP doesn’t keep track of any state
relevant to the source or des-tination nodes. Neither the
mobile node’s IP address nor anything else about it is
used by UDP to identify the state of the data
communication, so nothing can be done by UDP to help
improve the forward progress of communications to or
from a mobile node. RTP is not as widely deployed as
TCP or UDP, and makes up only a tiny percentage of the
total data flowing in the Internet, so that there has been
much less consideration given to the transmission of data
by mobile nodes using RTP.
TCP, however, offers many interesting possibilities.
Careful coordination between the mobile node and TCP
running at a base station can provide the following bene-
fits:
Reduced retransmission
delays; Smooth handoffs;
Improved throughput.
For data streams to or from a mobile node, which flow
through a base station, several investigators have
proposed breaking the data stream into two parts which
are handled separately; both substreams can be
terminated at the base station. Some approaches [3,4,63]
suffer from the problem of providing TCP ACKs to
correspondent nodes, for pack-ets that are never actually
delivered to the mobile node. This violates the well-
understood end-to-end semantics of TCP, and requires
very careful handling, or perhaps even making
modifications to application software.
Going a step further, it is possible to equip TCP at the
base station with the power to transfer internal state
related to the mobile node to a new base station,
whenever the mobile node moves from place to place.
Providing for mobility in this way shares some features
in common with Mobile IP. In the first place, it is often
presumed that only the mobile node or the base station
can be modified to provide the mobility support. As the
mobile node moves to a new point of attachment to the
Internet, it must notify the previous intermediate TCP
connection point about its new location, so that all
necessary TCP control information can be modified or
transferred. This can be considered as a variation on
Mobile IP’s registration procedure, and carries with it all
the same requirements for authentication (and, in certain
applications, privacy).
6.1. Snooping
When a base station is the last hop from the wired
Inter-net to a wireless mobile node, the base station can
improve end-to-end performance by retransmitting lost
TCP packets
only over the wireless link, while still maintaining TCP’s
end-to-end semantics. These retransmissions are invisible
to the remote connection endpoint, and are comparable in
effect to retransmissions performed at the link layer 4.5.
As the base station delivers packets over the wireless link
to the mobile node, it buffers the packets until the mo-
bile node sends the expected TCP acknowledgement. If
the acknowledgment does not come (in time substantially
shorter than the end-to-end round-trip-time (RTT)), or, if
the mobile node sends another TCP acknowledgement (a
dupack), the base station can retransmit the lost packet
andavoid end-to-end timeouts and retransmissions. This
ap-proach of snooping and buffering offers big
performance improvements [5].
Unfortunately, recent security protocols preclude
inspec-tion of the relevant packet contents (e.g., TCP
sequence numbers) by base stations. It seems unlikely
that the mo-bile computer user would wish to share its
privacy keys with every base station (or foreign agent)
that it establishes a connection with. There do not appear
to be any simple approaches to this problem, so that
performance increases available from snoopy base
stations will be lost for the du-ration of encrypted data
transmissions.
6.2. Errors vs congestion
TCP, as commonly implemented, offers advanced fea-
tures for controlling Internet congestion. The primary ob-
servation about such control algorithms, is that control
traf-fic has to be minimized or nonexistent after
congestion oc-curs, because there is a high probability
that any control packets would be dropped, and besides
that they add to the congestion anyway. TCP’s slow start
[56] performs as needed to reduce congestion, by first
throttling the data transmission of the connection, and
then slowly building back up to an efficient transmission
rate.
The problem comes when errors are mistaken as evi-
dence of congestion. Packets which are lost or garbled
will effectively not be delivered to TCP, and may trigger
the slow-start mechanism. This is bad, because packets
with corrupted data should be retransmitted right away,
and should not cause such a slowdown in the data rate.
Thus, the effect of errors due to wireless media is
magnified by slow-start. Poor interactivity and reduced
throughput are the likely results. It would be better if
TCP could be mod-ified to detect whether a lost packet
was the result of con-gestion or instead was lost because
of bit errors [9,10,32].
One theory suggests that packets lost due to
congestion tend to be lost in long contiguous sequences,
and that packet loss because of bit corruption occurs
more randomly, inter-mingled with error-free packet
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reception. It remains to be seen whether TCP can be
modified to make the determina-tion about causes for
errors, and whether the determination can be exact
enough to produce improvements in the over-all response
of TCP packet-loss algorithms in real Internet operational
environments.
6.3. Asymmetry
Satellite communications with mobile nodes can
provide an important type of wireless connectivity to the
Internet. In many cases, the communications path is then
asymmet-ric, for mobile nodes that do not transmit data
back to the satellite. The mobile node might use a
telephone or other land line to maintain end-to-end
connectivity with other Internet nodes, relying on the
satellite link only for down-loading bulk data (for
instance, video information). The data rate available on
the satellite downlink is typically far greater than the
reverse link from the mobile node back to the Internet.
Thus, both the data rate and the routing path are
different.
TCP was not constructed to work well with such
asym-metric data rates. When the asymmetry is too great,
the mobile node cannot supply ACKs back to the source
of TCP data fast enough, and the supply of data to the
down-link operates at far below capacity. Most solutions
to this problem require changes to the Internet node
providing data to the mobile node [2]. As with route
optimization, solu-tions in this class will take a long time
to deploy, and will probably only happen as satellite
communications become important for the general
operation of the Internet.
6.4. Resource reservation
Mobile IP uses tunnels as part of the path for packets
to be delivered to the mobile node, and that affects the
flexibil-ity of paths reserved for multimedia data between
Internet nodes [59]. Once the tunnel is established, it is
not so easy way for another Internet endpoint to make
sure the interme-diate points of the tunnel are willing to
offer the necessary resources for a new multimedia data
stream. This is espe-cially true because the correspondent
node may not even be aware that it is communicating
with a node that is mobile.
Worse yet, the tunnel from the home network to the
mobile node is re-established every time the mobile node
moves to a new point of attachment to the Internet. One
solution to this problem has the mobile node establishing
paths with sufficient resources to a possibly large set of
attachment points [58]. When the node arrives at a par-
ticular point of attachment, the path to that attachment
point becomes active, so that the data can still be deliv-
ered effectively. The downside of this approach is that
many resources are reserved which may never be used,
and the reserved resources remain unused even though
they are available for other uses.
This same problem occurs for multicast delivery of
data to mobile nodes, although in that case there are
already protocol methods in place for pruning the
multicast routing tree so that data need not be delivered
to a previous point of attachment of the mobile node.
For a connectionless algorithm for reserving
bandwidth and making it available to applications
needing a well-defined flow availability, see the paper in
this issue by Murthy and Garcia-Luna-Aceves, which
leads the way to some interesting new research
directions.
7. Middleware
For the purposes of this paper, we will define middle-
ware to be the software which does not directly
handleapplication protocol needs, but on the other hand
fulfills, in a generic way, an intermediate or ancillary role
in providing network services or environment to network
applications.
Nomadic computer users, by definition, change their
lo-cality and thus need to periodically re-establish their
link and connectivity to the Internet. Since the
parameters of such connectivity typically depend upon
the characteristics of the current point of attachment,
nomadic users require that their connectivity be
parameterized by those relevant characteristics. This
introduces many problems that are not very well satisfied
by existing solutions for network con-nectivity.
For instance, Mobile IP can be understood as a
protocol to allow parameterization of the IP address of
the mobile node’s current point of attachment (i.e., to
allow for vari-able care-of addresses). But, Mobile IP is
not invoked by application software, and usually is
considered to operate at the network layer; thus it is not
middleware. DHCP (see section 7.2), on the other hand,
could (theoretically) be invoked by applications to obtain
application-specific parameters, like server IP addresses
that can be used by the client application to initiate a
transaction. Thus, DHCP could be considered as
middleware.
In this section we list a few potential candidates for
mid-dleware functions that are likely to become more
important as computers become more mobile.
7.1. Service location
When a nomadic user arrives at a new computing en-
vironment, it is likely, and probably typical, that the user
will be unaware of basic configuration details about local
network services. For instance, there may be a dozen
local printers, each with varying capabilities, and each
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possibly useful at various times to the nomadic user. It
would be nice if the user could resolve service needs
automatically, dynamically, and based only on the nature
of those needs, independent of local naming conventions
or network topol-ogy.
This ability to dynamically resolve service needs,
which is a matter of convenience now, is likely to
become a ne-cessity in the service-oriented network of
the future. There is likely to be an increased emphasis on
accessing data across the network, as the Internet
becomes more fully deployed. Consequently, when the
network is viewed as a universal (and robust) resource,
applications will begin to make use of network resources
as a matter of course, much as Web applications now
often assume multimedia capabilities which were quite
rare and expensive ten years ago. If a typical computer
hosts applications which together make use of dozens or
hundreds of disparate network re-sources and services,
then typical users are quite unlikely to be willing to
reconfigure these applications at each new
Figure 2.SLP model.
point of attachment. The number and diversity of
network services will make manual configuration
obsolete, and the ease and speed of network reattachment
offered by wireless communications will make even
hard-coded profile-based reconfiguration seem quite
awkward.
Service Location Protocol (SLP) [61] enables simple
ser-vice requests from user agents to be resolved by
receiving service replies which contain URLs from
service agents.The user agents act on behalf of the
application needing service, and the service agent acts on
behalf of the network-attached service. The protocol for
user agents and service agents is lightweight and places
minimal load on the com-munications medium, as
appropriate for typical nomadic computing platforms.
User agents can obtain the necessary service handles
directly from service agents, or alternatively they can
query a nearby Directory Agent (DA) for the
information. These relationships are illustrated in figure
2, where the printer is shown represented by a service
agent. In the configuration shown, the User Agent
discovers the Service Agent using DHCP [39].
SLP offers other features for convenience and
scalability not relevant to this article.
7.2. DHCP and dynamic DNS
The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)1
is likely to play a prominent role in the deployment of
future mobile computers. DHCP fulfills the basic
requirement for allocation of an IP address to a node
which needs to begin communications at its new point of
attachment. Today, DHCP is not typically employed by
mobile computers, but is seeing use with portable
computers. When a computer is attached to a LAN, for
instance, it can call DHCP to get its IP address, along
with a default router, the domain name server for the
local network, and various other bits of useful
information. This works for mobile computers, too,
1 R. Droms, Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol, RFC
2131 (March 1997).
but each time the connection is made the mobile
computer typically needs to be restarted.
Even if the computer could work without restarting,
there are severe difficulties with establishing connections
to a mobile computer that relies only on DHCP for its
network attachment. For one thing, most
communications with the mobile node start with its
domain name (often, its Fully Qualified Domain Name
(FQDN)). Each new IP address would require updating
the IP address resolution for that mobile node’s domain
name unless, all commu-nications with the mobile node
are to be initiated by the mobile node. On the other hand,
updating DNS is an op-eration that can be performed
only with very tight security. If a bogus update were ever
accepted for the mobile node’s domain name resolution,
all communications depending on that resolution would
be disrupted and possibly hijacked. Such security
operations are tricky and are only now be-coming
standardized [17,18].
Moreover, there remains a problem with DNS
caching. Whenever the resolution of a mobile node’s
domain name is cached at an intermediate name server,
that cache will be stale as soon as the mobile node moves
to a new point of attachment. Thus, as more and more
mobile nodes are deployed, misusing DNS for this
purpose will cause a pro-portionate increase in the
already huge amount of traffic taken up for name
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resolution. Combatting the problem by disallowing DNS
resolutions to be cached only adds to an already
worrisome problem in today’s Internet.
Supposing that the appropriate security measures can
be taken, supplying new resolution information for each
new point where the mobile node attaches to the Internet
does not preserve existing communications. And, as
wireless cell sizes decrease (see section 3), this will be
viewed as increasingly inconvenient until finally it is just
unaccept-able.
If, on the other hand, the mobile node uses Mobile IP,
and is equipped to use DHCP as a mechanism for
obtaining a (co-located) care-of address, it can maintain
its existing home address resolution for its FQDN. This
allows simpli-fied communication with the mobile node
at all times, as well as enabling the node to preserve its
ongoing commu-nications at each new point of
attachment. In this mode of operation, the mobile node
can also make use of the de-fault router configuration
delivered to it by DHCP. Since no beacons may be
expected from any foreign agent, the mobile node with a
co-located care-of address may be de-signed to substitute
pings to the default router instead of detection of agent
advertisements. DHCP can also be used to get
information about SLP directory agents at the same time
that the care-of address and default router information is
obtained, as illustrated in figure 2.
7.3. PPP
Just as a mobile node which employs Mobile IP can
use an IP address acquired from the local DHCP server
as its care-of address, it can also use the IP address
allocated to itby establishing a PPP (dialup) connection
as a care-of ad-dress. In this situation, the mobile node
will use the NAS (Network Access Server) as its default
router. Furthermore, it is possible that the mobile node,
by using recently de-fined PPP extensions [53], can
detect whether or not the NAS is in fact a foreign agent,
and thus able to perform decapsulation for the mobile
node.
Mobile nodes using PPP now face a stringent require-
ment for managing authentication (e.g., by using CHAP),
so that the guest network can charge for local network re-
sources used. This authentication process stands in the
way of real mobile networking, and relegates the PPP
users to intermittent connectivity, which can be called
portable com-puting. Automatic ways to perform billing
will be needed before PPP-based approaches can offer
seamless mobil-ity. On the other hand, situations where
connectivity is achieved by discrete dial-up operations do
not present the user with the occasion to expect
continuous connectivity anyway.
7.4. Adaptivity
As indicated previously, a mobile-aware application
run-ning on a mobile node might profitably be designed
to take advantage of information about the link
conditions or other information about the mobile node’s
point of attachment. For a simple example, if the wireless
connection offers only a small amount of bandwidth, it
would be fruitless for an application to attempt to acquire
large volumes of graphic presentation data from the
network. Instead, high-bandwidth graphics should in
those circumstances be de-ferred or eliminated entirely
from the data stream. This de-termination should be
made dynamically if possible, since transient conditions
cause great variability in the available bandwidth to the
application. Furthermore, smart wireless adapters are
able to trade off bandwidth for error correction. While
this tradeoff is likely to improve bandwidth availabil-ity
overall, it also directly illustrates the point that wireless
bandwidth should not be considered a constant over the
life of a particular link between a mobile node and the
rest of the Internet.
Bandwidth, however, is not the only wireless
parameter of possible interest to applications. Cost can
also be a big factor, and can determine whether to spool
results for later processing or printing. In many
circumstances, bandwidth is less important than
controllable delay bounds. Further-more, applications
may wish to adapt to changing security factors or make
variations in other policy selections.
Well-known methods of adapting to changing condi-
tions make sense when designing mobile-aware applica-
tions, depending upon the form in which the information
is made available. For instance, if the wireless
communica-tion channel parameters of interest are stored
in a system data area, the application may be designed to
poll the sys-tem data at some time granularity. If, on the
other hand, the operating system supports event
notifications as well as the ability to define events based
on parameter values for the wireless communication
attributes, a more efficient, event-driven system can be
designed. One likely strategy for constructing such
events uses the idea of defining high-water and low-
water marks for each appropriate parameter, with the
necessary amount of hysteresis built in to avoid
unnecessary flurries of borderline events. Both system
data and event notifications are useful for many
applications, so having one should not preclude the other.
7.5. MNCRS
The Mobile Network Computer Reference
Specification (MNCRS) is under development by a
consortium of com-panies interested in enhancing the
marketability of networkcomputers, where a network
computer is supposed to bedependent upon external
services for its operation. Thus, a network computer
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(NC) platform is typically associated with a department
or enterprise server that is specially con-figured to serve
that kind of computer; moreover, the net-work computer
is considered to belong to a large population of similar
computers, each of which using the same server or a
similarly configured server. The main differentiation
between different instances of a network computer might
result from automatic interpretation of a customized user
profile, or from specific interactions with the user.
Schematically, MNCRS looks like a Java API on top,
and some mandatory, standardized networking protocols
on the bottom. This is intended to guarantee device
interoper-ability as well as application portability. The
specification applies to four classes of devices:
1. Professional assistant (e.g., a laptop);
2. Information access device (e.g., for calendaring);
3. Basic messaging, paging, and telephony devices.
Some parts of the specification may not apply to all
device classes.
The MNCRS effort is organized into four working
groups:
Data synchronization;
Mobile communications;
Booting and automatic configuration;
Operation for devices in classes 2 and 3.
Data synchronization, derived from ideas developed at
CMU [51], is required to allow mobile wireless nodes to
work independently whenever their network connection
is down, either intermittently or for a protracted period of
time. With reasonable care, the mobile node can cache
enough programs and data from a server, so that the
oper-ation of the mobile node proceeds independently
from the server until connection is re-established. Then,
data from the mobile node can be applied as updates to
files resident on the server, and files on the server that
have changed can be resent to the mobile node.
Simultaneous inconsis-tent updates have to be taken care
of; with good engineering design, the problems can be
minimized, but the mobile user will sometimes have to
decide manually to resolve conflicts.
The mobile communications group has the most inter-
esting job, from the standpoint of the topics covered in
this special issue. That group has the charter to specify
mobile networking protocols, an API application
adaptivity to changing network conditions, tunneling
protocols, use of network computers with Network
Address Translation (NAT) devices, and a messaging
API useful (for instance) by class 3 devices. The network
model visible to MNCRS applications should enable
direct communications between network computers and
servers, as well as indirect com-munications
(transparently or explicitly) through proxy de-vices.
Again, network interoperability between NCs, and
between NCs and servers, will rely as much as possible
on network protocols standardized or under consideration
for standardization within the IETF. Examples of
protocols that are specified as part of MNCRS include
HTTP, HTTPS, Mobile IP, DHCP, IPSec, Service
Location Protocol (SLP), and Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL), as well as infrastructure favorites like IP, TCP,
UDP, and DNS.
The working group which is considering Booting and
Automatic Configuration has a difficult task, given to-
day’s infrastructure and the complications of today’s In-
ternet. Some of the protocols just mentioned, for instance
DHCP and SLP, will go a long way towards enabling au-
toconfiguration Java offers features to help, for instance
the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI), which
al-lows a unified interface to directory services like SLP
and the Lightweight Directory Access protocol (LDAP),
even though the sorts of directory entries storied in the
heteroge-neous directories might be handled quite
distinctly. Along with autoconfiguration, MNCRS
specifies flexible boot se-quences, and offers power-
saving services by way of Java APIs. These are currently
important considerations for all mobile devices.
7.6. Environment management
As wireless mobile nodes become more common, and
people are more likely to carry data processing and
comput-ing power with them in various forms, the
computing nodes themselves may be provided with
additional environmental services to support their
improved operation. Such envi-ronmental services may
suggest or indicate the selection of appropriate user
profiles. For instance, it would be nice if telephones
(cellular or otherwise) did not ring in conference rooms.
If user data is being displayed on a clip-area of a
common white board, the user may wish to disable
output from certain applications for privacy reasons.
Privacy con-cerns may cause the user to run applications
in different modes when roaming away from home, even
if just for the reason that wireless communications seem
more vulnera-ble to eavesdropping than do wireline
communications on building LANs.
In fact, the kinds of environmental considerations that
may come into play at a mobile node’s new point of at
Attachment to the Internet are probably so varied and
diffi-cult to classify that we cannot make a very good
analysis of future developments in this area. Perhaps
protocols such as ACAP (Application Configuration
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Access Protocol [36]) will help us organize our
directions. On the other hand, other kinds of
environmental interactions are less related to user
application profiles, and more related to the user’s
constantly changing need for information. For instance, it
doesn’t make much sense to route the user’s data to a
local printer unless the user has some way to physically
access that printer. Similarly, making positional
determinations by GPS or by local building coordinates
are both useful at times, depending upon the execution
environment of the application. Moreover, such
application adaptivity is not naturally modeled as a need
for a particular service or net-work parameter, so that
DHCP or SLP is not likely to be of much help.
Designing mobile-aware applications to make use of
such environment management functions will be the
subject of much future interest.
7.7. Policy determination
Mobile nodes will eventually be equipped with policy
engines to enable applications to make the right decisions
along many dimensions. Some examples have been men-
tioned previously, including choice of graphic resolution,
cost management, and avoiding embarrassment. Nodes
us-ing co-located addresses may be faced with a choice
of which IP address to use, based on high-level
considera-tions [13,64]. If a mobile user is accessing data
from a ser-vice that does not care about the IP address of
the source, the mobile node should more likely use its
care-of address to avoid having traffic go back through
the home network. Likewise, for TCP sessions which are
unlikely to last very long, Mobile IP may offer little
advantage. Such sessions should also be identified
internally by the care-of address instead of with the
mobile node’s home address.
Appropriate application designs are difficult to build
in a modular fashion with today’s tools. What is needed
is a better way for various system modules to determine
which policies should be put into effect at a certain mo-
ment, depending upon environmental considerations, link
conditions, time of day, the user’s work (or recreational)
purposes, and many other factors. While not exclusively
arising from user mobility, it is mobility that brings these
design needs into sharp focus. Changes in a user’s com-
puting context naturally correlate very well with changes
in the user’s physical location.
7.8. Proxies
Not only will mobile nodes rely on standardized mid-
dleware components to simplify their design and
operation, they may well also rely on standardized
network compo-nents to perform specialized services
such as voice recogni-tion, protocol translation, or to
provide access to specializedhardware. These network
components are called proxies, and a great deal of recent
interest has been focussed on ways to offload functions
from the mobile node to suitable proxies [27]. Use of
proxies (possibly in conjunction with so-called intelligent
agents) offers the following advantages to mobile nodes:
Power savings;
Reduced storage requirement;
Access to specialized
hardware;
Reduced mobile platform
maintenance; Performance (speed)
improvements;
Disconnected operations.
On the other hand, reliance on external entities such as
proxies introduces a new requirement for compatibility.
Software on the mobile node could be difficult to
upgrade unless the proxy software is also upgraded to
match. Up-grading a proxy that serves dozens or
hundreds of mobile nodes could be quite tricky.
Moreover, the proxy represents another required stopover
for data en route to the mobile node. As the mobile node
moves away from its proxy, it will see gradual
performance reductions. This performance loss may
indicate a need to enable the mobile node to switch
proxies; such a switching operation is new and has not
been fully investigated. Just switching to a closer replica
of a distant database is already tricky [57]. Managing
additional dynamic program behavior could prove
infeasible.
8. Security
Security is an increasing concern in the design of
mobile networking protocols and systems. As seen in the
discus-sion about Mobile IP, authentication is critical to
authoriz-ing operations indicating the mobile node’s new
point of attachment. As another example, we have seen
how the link layer can be augmented to supply
encryption; the need for encryption is increased because
of the frequently un-trustworthy nature of the mobile
computer’s surroundings. Privacy takes on added
importance, when the mobile user does not wish to
divulge his or her current whereabouts.
Modern approaches to authentication and encryption
use cryptographic approaches. The algorithmic results
are made unforgeable by including secret keys (possibly
with some additional unique data, such as a timestamp, to
avoid match-ing any previously authenticated data) along
with the data to be authenticated or hidden. Distribution
of the secret key is a difficult problem in today’s Internet
[31].
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Other security measures common in today’s Internet
af-fect mobile networking. Firewalls, which are installed
to protect an enterprise computing environment from
exter-nal intrusion and/or disruption, make it more
difficult for mobile workers to make use of their office
computing en-vironment. Border routers that enforce
forwarding policies based on the source address of
packets [19] (as opposed to the traditional reliance only
on the destination address),
make it difficult for mobile nodes to use their home
address in foreign domains. This ingress filtering can
force even further detours in the routing path between a
mobile node and its correspondent nodes [13].
Authentication algorithms typically rely on the
posses-sion of a secret key to establish the identity of the
sender. For instance, in Mobile IP, the originator of the
Registra-tion Request implicitly claims to be a mobile
node under the care of the destination home agent. This
claim is veri-fied if the authentication data has been
correctly calculated. Instead of such an implicit claim,
authentication could also be done using other more
explicit claims of identity, such as the node’s FQDN.
Using some identification other than the IP address of the
mobile node might have the beneficial ef-fect of enabling
mobile networking across NAT boundaries, for instance.
See the paper in this issue by Gupta and Montenegro
for further discussion of some of the issues in this area,
along with an effective design for firewall traversal. It is
to be hoped that as more experience is gained with secure
mobile networking, useful techniques will become wide-
spread enough to offer standardized products to be
readily available.
9. Ad hoc networking
Suppose for the moment that the needs for wireless
ser-vices and connectivity could be supplied to a
population of mobile users while they are within range of
foreign agents or base stations connected to the Internet.
Next, imagine that the same users met together at a
conference which did not offer wireless connectivity to
the Internet. These users might still need to communicate
data files to each other, browse each other’s Web pages,
transact electronic mail, or use any of the many network
applications which have mo-tivated the tremendous
growth of the Internet. They would find that their mobile
networking software was useless with-out the needed
infrastructure, and might even seriously get in the way.
These users need a way to deliver packets between
wire-less stations without infrastructure routers. If all the
wire-less nodes are within range of each other, this is not
dif-ficult. Mobility poses no problem, unless two nodes
that need to communicate have moved out of range from
each other. Otherwise, any necessary routing functions
must be performed by the mobile nodes themselves.
Intermediate mobile nodes could cooperate to forward
data from source to destination.
Ad hoc networking is a name given to the creationof
such dynamic and multi-hop networks that are created by
the mobile nodes as needed for their communication
purposes. The mobile nodes can do this in many ways.
Most solutions involve running routing protocols on the
mobile nodes. Routing protocols have the advantage that
they are inherently multi-hop. Their dynamic behavior
re-quires careful attention, however, because the typical
rate of change in an ad hoc network is likely to be
substantially greater than that for the topology of the
Internet, for which most routing protocols are
engineered. There are numerous routing protocols
proposed and in use within the Internet today, and each
of them could be potentially modified and applied to the
creation of ad hoc networks.
The two main kinds of routing algorithms in use today
are link state algorithms, which provide each node with a
complete representation of the network topology, and
dis-tance vector algorithms. Examples of distance vector
rout-ing algorithms modified to work in ad hoc networks
include DSDV [43] and AODV [44]. Link-state routing
algorithms (e.g., OSPF [33]) have also been modified to
provide rea-sonable response for communications
between any two mo-bile nodes, even if they have not
been in communication recently.
Instead of running routing protocols, and thus treating
the ad hoc network as an intranet, mobile nodes can treat
it instead as an incompletely connected physical medium.
In such an approach, all IP addresses are considered to be
part of the same communications medium, but the
multihop nature of the medium requires the cooperation
of various mobile nodes to keep it together. Viewed in
this way, the process of finding a path to a destination
can be handled by extending ARP to return the layer-2
address of the next hop towards the destination. The
Dynamic Source Routing [25] method enables source
routes to be returned to the ARP requestor, and extends
the domain of applicability further to handle asymmetric
wireless connectivity.
Other ideas which have been applied to the construc-
tion of ad hoc networks include formation of hierarchies,
tracking signal strengths to select the most robust data
path, and maintaining multiple routes for improved
handling of preferential service needs or bounded delay
paths. The IETF Mobile Ad Hoc Network (manet)
working group is attempting to establish standards for
creation of ad hoc networks, and all of the above
techniques are receiving at-tention.
Ad hoc networking presents interesting challenges for
traditional client/server applications. For one example,
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con-sider whether DNS might be accomplished in an ad
hoc network. First, there is no clearly defined way for the
ad hoc nodes to discover which node or nodes are
offering domain name resolution. Even without that
problem, the non-hierarchical nature of ad hoc
addressing does not map well into the standard
hierarchical domain conventions of DNS. The trouble is
the defining characteristic of the ad hoc network, which
is that the IP addresses of the nodes are assumed to be
unrelated to each other. If, instead, the IP nodes
somehow acquire IP addresses dynamically and perform
some sort of aggregation, their relative movement would
soon make the initial aggregation ineffective. Be-sides
that, it is difficult anyway to cause the nodes to dy-
namically select IP addresses which are unique across the
ad hoc network. Various client/server applications
present other difficulties.
As it turns out, there are nontrivial issues surrounding
the simultaneous use of ad hoc networks with Mobile IP.
Users would naturally expect that both should be useful
together; a foreign agent attached to an ad hoc network
should provide Internet connectivity to every node in the
ad hoc network. On the other hand, manipulation of the
route table by Mobile IP is not completely consistent
with the way ad hoc routing protocols may wish to do
route table management [29]. Furthermore, the rules for
Mobile IP need to be adjusted or else interpreted
correctly so that the agent advertisements can be
delivered to every mobile node in the ad hoc network.
Use of multicast, RSVP, and other quality of service
issues are not yet widely discussed in the context of ad
hoc networks. As basic protocols become available these
topics will assume additional importance, not least
because of the obvious military applications for ad hoc
networks.
10. Conclusion
Mobile computing opens the door to a fresh
examination of practically every area of network protocol
engineering. The areas discussed in this article, and the
articles in this special issue, are only a sampling of the
kinds of new re-search results being reported. It is my
sincere hope that this special issue will pique the interest
of new researchers, and provide a better overall
understanding of the problem areas needing more
attention and new solutions.
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